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Higgins Questions
Fraternity Goals

by Henry Weidner

"Some disturbing labor prob lems" have forced the occupancy
date of the South Campus B Dormitory to be revised tentatively to
the weekend of Nov. 6, according
to F. Gardiner F. Bridge, director
of student affairs.
A spokesman for the construction
'• company charged with the South
Campus project estimated last
" Friday that "at least one or two
. weeks" more work will be required before students can take
occupancy.
Although student living quarters
are about completed, work, he
; said, remains to be done on the
:
lavatories.
!
, In a memorandum to students
A-:Vl•
i -iI. . : - I . - '
.;'• assigned to the B-section, Mr.
Bridge stated the dates of Nov.
Dr. George
6 and 7 cannot be considered
definite. After a "soul- - search... ing discussion" with representatives of the contractor, he felt,
though, that these dates would be
the best estimate.
A scarcity of certain types of
skilled workers has been one of
the problems affecting the project. Last week, a jurisdictional
dispute between two unions precipitated a brief strike and de,. layed.jponstructlon,
by Timothy Brosnahan
111
Wg*fc is still continuing in the
A - and C- sections of South
Not having as large an endowCampus Dormitory. These efforts ment as some other small New
are concentrated on completing England institutions, this college
, living quarters. The lounges will will not, in the future, be able
. be finished last.
to afford the luxury of inefficiency
Landscaping and paving of the possible in other institutions, said
, courtyard of the complex is now Robert M. Vogel, dean of the Colstarted. Plans call for the entire lege.
courtyard area to be covered with
For this purpose, Dean Vogel
hexagonal asphalt blocks to Serve stated, in the Spring of this year
as the basic paving material.
President Albert C. Jacobs formed
the Ad Hoc Committee on the
Plans for the paving of theElton- Financial Structure of the Col' Jones courtyard are presently in lege. This committee, he con-,
the process of preparation. It is tinued, in turn asked the heads
uncertain whether this job can be of all faculty and administrative
begun this year before winter. departments to submit reports on
• The entire South Campus complex the numbers of men they thought
best reach peak effi had originally been scheduled for would
completion by the opening of the ciency for their departments.
Christmas term. A series of labor, Serving on this committee, with
strikes last summer caused the Dean Vogel as chairman, are
date of occupancy of the B Dormi- George B. Cooper, chairman of
tory to be revised to October 15. the history department; Harold
. Labor
problems made the L. Dorwart, chairman of the
•abandonment of this date neces- mathematics department; Albert
sary.
E. Holland, vice-president of the

C. Higgins

Dr. George C. Higgins has chal- community, and that they can renlenged fraternities to join the cam- der to the community services
pus community by meeting the which could probably come from
academic, scholastic and social nowhere else."
In the realm of academic actineeds of the College.
Dr. Higgins, College counselor vity. Dr. Higgins stressed more
and assistant professor of psy- faculty-fraternity relations.
"You may never again settle for
chology, aimed his remarks
Thursday night at the degree to the classroom situation as it is
which fraternities here "are meet- now if you are exposed to some
Ing their responsibilities to the of the contagion which is part of
community of which they are a the free interchange of ideas critically examined," he stated.
part."
He characterized the College's^
11 fraternities as "fragmenting
See Text P. 8
groups
rather than unifying
groups." Fraternities "stand directly in the way of any exciting
Dr. Higgins proposed that all
new possibilities of a unified sense academic functions of the fraterof community at Trinity," he added. nities be open to the entire colDr. Higgins emphasized, how- lege and "that houses sponsor
ever, that "fraternities can be the intellectual affairs together." He
most important, prime movers in asked that fraternities volunteer
the establishment of a sense of their houses for seminar courses.
In regard toadvisers, Dr. Higgins
asserted that all fraternities and
the IFC should have a faculty
adviser and that these advisers
should not be alumni of the houses
•they are serving.
He further suggested that faculty
advisers should be chosen every
year and that no member of the
faculty should be permitted to
serve as adviser for the same
search or publication. As he stated house more than three times sucin the TRIPOD on May 4, 1965, cessively.
"Trinity gives great attention to Dr. Higgins urged that all parties
the selection of faculty members on major weekends be open to
who have demonstrated their In- everyone--including independents
terest and ability in teaching or and freshmen. He also challenged
who seem to show great potential the fraternities to invite the inas teachers."
dependents on Mondays, Tuesday,
But he also said that research, Thursday and Fridays for dinner.
where It would increase an indi- The present system of rushing
vidual's effectiveness as a teacher, "is a terrible spectacle", he dewould be encouraged.
clared, proposing that the rushing
Finally, he said, the committee period occur during the mid-semwould look into the overall use- ester break of freshman year and
fulness of the traditional student- that it be supervised by a neutral
faculty ratio, often used to rate body consisting of the IFC, the
the effectiveness of a college and Medusa and the Juniors Advisers.
its faculty.
Although he adamantly opposed
This ratio might be better handled the "blackball system," Dr. Higon a departmental basis rather gins stated he did not suggest open
than for the college as a whole, houses or 100 per cent rushing.
he said, because otherwise it is As a final measure, Dr. Higgins
likely to become distorted and mis- advocated a much stronger IFC to
(Continued on Page 3)
leading.

V

Ad Hoc Committee Examines
College Financial Anatomy
College and director of the Development Office; J. Kenneth Robertson, treasurer and comptroller; and Wendell E. Kraft,
associate professor o f Engineering and assistant to the president,
who acts as secretary of the committee.
Dean Vogel emphasized that the
purpose of the committee was to
determine how the College might
be operated more efficiently and
that no administrative or faculty
cuts would be made simply for the
sake of cuts.
He further said that the College
needs "very good" teachers and adminstrators and In order to have
and keep such men, higher salaries
are essential.
But, he continued, the emphasis
at the college would always remain on teaching- and not on r e -

Third Straight Win

Phi Psi Cops Gizmo Cup
TPP
* a PP a Psl captured the
«•<- Gizmo Contest Cup in Saturday's competion traditionally
"eld on Parents' Weekend,
facing second was Theta Xi
ana third was Psi Upsilon. Runners-up W e r e p i K
Alpha,
^•E-D., Delta Phi, Alpha Delta
£W, Alpha Chi Rho, Delta Kappa
t u on> s l S m a Nu and Delta Psi
«that order.
"Judging the Gizmoes for theme,
originality and presentation were
• "! r e e Acuity wives, Mrs. George
V v - Benz, Mrs. Mitchell N. Pappas and Mrs. Edward W. Sloan.
I According to IFC rules, assembly
p a n at noon Friday and judging
held at noon Saturday. No
mit is placed on the financial

i

expenditures involved in the construction of the Gizmoes, and no
visible human aid is allowed for
animation of the exhibits.
Phi Kappa Psi'S winning Gizmo
depicted the Bantams "canonizing
the Saints" of St. Lawrence on
the Trinity gridiron. Theta XI,
the runner-up, showed the Trinity
Bantam kicking, a field goal using
a St. Lawrence Saint for the ball.
Psi Upsilpn's third place exhibit
portrayed the College Bantam
knocking a knight from St.
Lawrence off his steed With a
pitch fork.
t h i s " i s "the'third year in a row
that Phi Kappa Psi has taken

f l i e V I P s - Very important part of entertainment for the Soph Hop. The Hop inaugurates Home' Weekend Nov. 12 to 14. The Belmonts have been added to the entertainment l i s t .

comi
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Hartford Stage Company • G
Receives NETC Citation «
The Hartford Stage Company was
cited for Its achievement at the
14th Convention of the New England Theatre Conference, held
at Northeastern University In Boston on October 23. The Stage
Company was presented with one

Criticism.
of six regional citations for contribution to theater activity In
New England.
The award was accepted by Jacques Cartler, founder and director
of the Company, "...for bringlngto
the Hartford area a professional
resident theater in new and dynamic thrust-stage form; for producing an unusually challenging
series of plays with a company of
actors bent on developing an en-

Pay TV Gains in Popularity
Subscription television has become an institution at Trinity.
'Hvery night, a large group of students congregates In the Snack
Bar Lounge of Mather Hall to
watch either or both of the movie
presentations on Channel 18. The
tab is picked up by Mather Hall.
A recent survey discovered-the
reasons for Channel 18's newfound popularity. The majority of
students said that the fine selections of currently popular films
was the major factor. Also, that two
significant films could be seen in
one night was an advantage. .

lit

Such movies as THE SABOTEUR,
THE ART OF LOVE, THE COLLECTOR,
UMBRELLAS
OF
CHERBOURG, I SAW WHAT YOU
DID and A VERY SPECIAL FAVOR can be seen every evening.
Another prime advantage Is the
central location of Mather, thus
avoiding the trip, downtown. Students can save time and avoid
the expense of a ticket.
Of significance, also, is the lack
of variety in the downtown theatres'
offerings. MY FAIR LADY stayed
at the Cine-Webb for 30 weeks
and THE SOUND OF MUSIC is

well on its way to surpassing that
record at the Elm Theatre.
There were many student complaints concerning the delay in
time from a movie's premiere
to Its eventual screening In the
Hartford area. Several students
noted that the loss of the two
Loew's Poll theatres on Main
Street has diminished the choices
available
to Trinity under graduates.
Only one student, who preferred
to remain unidentified, disliked
the Mather Hall offerings, "They
don't serve popcorn," he noted.

ftrinify
EXECl'TIVK HOARD

News Editor
David Dowries '67
Copy Kditor
William Block, Jr. '67

Town

ers will star In the musical version of Marjorle Kinnan Rawling's
Joseph E. Levine's DARLING Pulitzer Prize novel "The Yearstarts tomorrow at the Burnslde ling," Oct. 30 - Nov. 6. Fourofthe
and stars Laurence Harvey, Julie songs from this play have already
Christie, and Dick Bogarde-in a been recorded by Barbara Streiswell-written story about the sex and, Jack Jones, Andy Williams,
life of a gorgeous London model. and Nancy Wilson. "The Porcelain
ROD Steiger stars in THE PAWN- Year," a stark dramatic producBROKER, a depressing, yet power- tion, will star Barbara Bel Geddes.
ful film, at the Rivolt In West Arthur Hill, and Martin Balsam
and will run Nov. 8 - Nov. 13.
Hartford.
' .
All evening performances begin
LA BOHEME, an actual per- at 8:30 p.m.; Wednesday and Satformance by the La .Scala Opera urday matinees begin at 2:30 p.m.
Company of the Puccini opera will
The Fairfield
County SHOW
be shown for only four perform- BUSES run trips to New York
ances on Oct. 27, 28 at the Strand City to see such Broadway producTheater and at the Central Theatre tions as "Hello Dolly," "Funny
in West Hartford. •
Girl," "The Odd Couple," "PickTHOSE MAGNIFICENT MEN IN wick," "Golden Boy," and "Half
THEIR FLYING MACHINES or how a Sixpence." Fare ranges from
I flew from London to Paris.In 25 $13 - $17 and includes transporhours and 11 minutes will premiere tation and ticket. Buses leave from
Hartford tomorrow at the Cine- Constitution Plaza; orders for imWebb.
mediate tickets may be placed by
calling Norwalk, 838-4508.
DRAMA
' MUSIC
THE HARTFORD STAGE COMPANY is opening its season with . Verdi's DON CARLO will open
Tennessee William's "Cat on a the Connecticut Opera Associa Hot Tin Roof." Tickets may be ob- tion's 1965-66 season on Thurstained by calling the Kinsley St. day, Nov. 4 at 8:15 p.m. in the
theatre at 525-4258. (The produc- Bushnell Memorial. The costly
tion will be reviewed in next week's and elaborate production will feature Jerome Hlnes as King Philip,
TRIPOD.)
Marie Collier as Elizabeth, DanThe SHUBERT THEATER in the iele Barionl as Don Carlo, and
center of New Haven has booked Nell Rankln as Princess Eboli.
two pre-Broadway plays. David It will be conducted by Franco
Wayne and 13 year-old Steve Sand- Patane, leading director of the

CINEMA:

New York City Opera at the City
Center.
THE ROLLING STONES and other
recording artists wlllbeattheNew
Haven Arena for two shows, at 7
p.m. and 9 p.m., on Nov. 4. In
Hartford tickets may be purchased
at the E. J. Korvette Record Dept.

PERFECTLY

Wed. — Sat. Evenings

Michael Welnberp; '67

Ass't. News Kditor
Timothy Brosnahan '67

Bourd
Co-Itii8incNs M

John Sarto.rl.usJ.6IL-.

Published weekly on Tuesdays during the academic year excepM
vacations by students of Trinity College. Published at West Hartfora
News. Ishnm Road, West Hartford, Conn.
Student subscriptions Included in activities fee: others $6,50 per
year. Second class postage paid at Hartford, Connecticut, under the act
of March 3, 1879.
Offices located In the basement of Mather Hall, Trinity College,
Hartford, Conn., 06106,
Telephone: 246-1829 or 527-3153, ext. 252
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 9:30 a.m,-12:30 p.m. and 1:00-4:00 p.m.
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Coat & Tie Required

Arts Kditor
.John L. Wodatch '66

Circulation Maniwr
Richard Ruth '67

are invited to
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Malcolm N. Carter '6(>
Managing Kditor
Matthew 1. Kntz '67
Photo Kditor
Jonathan D, Cook '66

Robert Powell '66

TRINITY GENTLEMEN
from 9-1:00 a.m.

semble playing style; and for building the nucleus of a discerning '
and enthusiastic audience."
Others receiving these awards
were; The Boston Herald-Traveler Corporation o f Boston; Connecticut College for Women; Theatre by the Sea of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire; Edward Finnegan, a teacher in the Boston area; '•
and the Trinity Square Playhouse •
of Providence, R.I.
Morris Carnovsky, Shakes pearean actor with the American
Shakespeare Festival of Stratford,
Conn, and a Professor at Brandels,
received the Conference's ninth
annual award "for outstanding creative achievement in the American
Theatre."
John Gassner of Yale University
was also honored as " . . . author,
educator, critic, wise and devoted
friend of the American Theatre;
he has discovered and helped to develop some ofitsworthiestartists,
has bridged the gap between Its
commercial and academic ventures, and has upheld the highest
standard of the art of drama In a
productive lifetime dedicated to
excellence."

Ce-ihimrtg BROOK PETERS •

GERALDINE FITZGERALD ® JAIME SANCHEZ

Recommended ADULT Entertainment

Extra! Academy
Award Winner

CHAGALL"

Best Featurette
Of the Year!
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Grace Outlines Business
Role Against Communists
j . Peter Grace, presidentofW.R.
Grace and Company, said Wednesday night that the United States is
up against "as vital a problem
in Latin America as (in) any other
aspect of our international relations."
Speaking before the 13th annual
business and industry dinner for
industrial leaders in the greater
Hartford area, Mr. Grace cited
a speech by Under Secretary of
State Thomas C. Mann, delivered
on Columbus Day in San Diego,
Calif.
Mr. Mann stated, according to
Grace, that this country must r e ject the thesis that "any Latin
American movement which calls
itself a 'reform movement' or a
'polular front' should be tolerated
or allowed to take over, regardless
of the fact that it may be Communist at the core."
That the saving of American lives
was a mere pretext for invasion
of the Dominican Republic by U.S.
forces, Mr. Grace said was false.
He further quoted Mr. Mann's
comments on Communist infiltration of South American labor
unions, adding that his company,
which has been operating on that
continent for more than a century,
has noted "In Latin America the
same type of Communist Infiltration which plagued unions in this
country until labor cleaned its
house and got rid of them."
Mr. Grace said that American
Labor unions had decided to do
something about those in Latin
America and had formed the American Institute for Free Labor Developement (AIFLD). The aims of
the institute, which is supported
by more than 60 American corporations, are "to seek out and destroy the Communist wreckers who
are infiltrating the unions, to increase the productivity of labor,

and to improve Labor-Management
relations.
The Institute, he continued, has
brought Latin American labor
leaders to Washington to be trained
In fighting Communism in their
Unions. This training "has already
paid off handsomely," he said.
He noted AIFLD men had been
instrumental in driving Communists out of unions in Uraguay,
British Guiana, Honduras, and
Brazil. Many of these same men,
he said, have now taken over
positions of leadership in South
American unions.
In the Dominican Republic, Mr.
Grace noted that following formation of the Provisional Government, Communists, supported by
Castro and no longer "bottled up"
in the Rebel zone, moved quickly to take over the country's unions.
As a result of this, he continued,
Communist labor leaders have felt
strong enough to set up a "rump
Provisional Executive Committee
of the Central Labor Organization."
Mr. Grace pointed out the effectiveness of the AIFLD by noting
that Moscow is broadcasting very
specific condemnations of its work
to all Latin American countries.
He further observed he was "flattered" to have been depicted in
these broadcasts as "the Yankee
monopolist, working with 'oil magnate Nelson Rockefeller' no more
than agents of the U.S. Government and of the CIA.'"
The Institute, he said, has embarked on a series of "social
projects" in Latin America, Including housing construction and
establishment of credit unions,
workers' banks, consumer and
producer cooperatives, medical
clinics, vocational schools, and rural redevelopment programs.
These programs are bringing
home to the Latin American worker
a "dramatic realization of the
meaning of fruitful cooperation between labor and business," he
said.
He concluded by noting that although "President Johnson and Tom
Mann understand the problem and
are making the right political
moves, there Is much to be done
at the economic and social levels
Where people like you and me can
help" through such organizations
as the AIFLD. ,

don't!
don't!

don't!

^

don't!
don't!
don't!
don't!

Budweiser.

Profs Discuss
' Sciences on TV

Four Trinity Professors met on
a WTIC-TV program to discuss
"Trinity
College - the Life
Sciences" Sunday. The purpose
was to acquaint viewers in the
Hartford area with the new Life
Sciences Center at the College.
First Dr. J. Wendell Berger,
professor of biology discussed the
need for the building at the College. This need, according to Dr.
(Continued from Page 1)
Berger, has been caused by a gradual change in the nature- of biology be achieved by having the most
in the past three decades. Man capable persons as members and
Is beginning to understand how by exercising the power which is
life works, and new facilities are delegated it by Its constitution.
needed to accommodate this new Dr. Higgins urged fraternities
knowledge, he said.
to "begin shouldering their com• Dr. Curtis E. Langhorne, pro- munity responsibility."
•• fessor of psychology, then discussed the Importance of the Life
Sciences building to the College
Science, said Dr. Langhorne, Is
a large segment of the liberal
arts program.
"The new facilities," added the
professor, "-will help us to do
The Jesters recently announced
a much better job" of teaching the cast for their December prothese sciences. "We will be-able duction of Edward Albee's THE
w emphasize certain areas" of DEATH OF BESSIE SMITH, The
knowledge.
play will be given as an all-student
presentation and will be the first
Dr. Donald B. Galbraith, assis- Jester reading of the year.
, , f 'Professor
of biology, emphaWilliam S. Bartman, Jr., seen
rt
hn??H» g e i m fP°
ance of the new last year as Mortimer intheFANacill
nf ni? ^
« e s to the study TASTICKS, is directing the play
« PNA, a chemical which con- and is also in charge of all prosols human development. This is duction. Although the casting for
new development in the production is set, there is still
: relatively
science, one which
biologists a need for other types of help,
n W tryIng t o contro1 h e
such as a stage manager, produc' saw °
'
tion manager, and publicity chairr. Austin C. Hershberger, asso- man.
^ r ? ? S S o r of Psychology,'disThe Albee play will be presented
r f n u i the necessity of the new in Garmany Hall. There will be a
acuities for the study of such nominal $.25 charge and also r e aspects of science as physiologi- served seats. The cast includes;
s t Psychology, the study of the BERNIE Robert Washington '69
JACK
Michael Williams '68
tI V 0 U S s y s t e m - T h e n e w facilSald Dr>
ORDERLY Michael Plummer '69
Hershberger, will
Siu nts
t0
l
FATHER William Eakins '66
^
INTERN Barry Williams '66
NURSE Mary Gay

Higgitis.*.

Jesters to Read
Albee's 'Bessie'

V

additives, please!
We have nothing against salt. On radishes. Or french fries. But
not in beer.
Putting salt in your beer, some say, perks up the head . . . or
livens up the taste . . . or makes the beer "drier." With Budweiser®,
though, all salt can do is make it salty. Budweiser is complete . . .
a ready-to-drink beer if there ever was one.
Keep an eye on your Budweiser as it goes splashing down the
center of the glass. That fine head of foam is a sure sign of something special below . . . wonderful clarity, real beer aroma, a taste
and smoothness we know of in no other beer. No brewmaster in
the world has ever found a way to give you that distinctive
Budweiser taste without Beechwood Ageing.
So leave the salt in the shaker. We put heart, soul and our
exclusive Beechwood Ageing into Budweiser. All you need to
enjoy it is a glass . . . and a taste for the real thing.

ifs worth it...it's Bud,
ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK . LOS ANGELES • TAMPA . a n d s o o n HOUSTON, TEXAS
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IN THE USE OF ONE OF 5 0 0 MUSTANGS
FOR TWO WEEKS AND A CHANCE TO WIN A
MUSTANG FREE AT GRADUATION
IT'S EASY-NO RIDDLES, RHYMES-NOTHING TO BUY
SWEEPSTAKES RULES

FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

Nothing to buy, just mail the entry coupon before November 15, 1965.
1. Only college seniors and graduate students will be eligible to enter the
Mustang College Sweepstakes,
2. Coupon must be received by r- ? later than November 15, 1965, to be eligible
to win the use of a Mustang.
3. Each winner will be required, to produce evidence that he or she is a college
senior or graduate student befce any prize is awarded. Decision of judges
is final,
4. A winner of the use of a '66 Mustang must be a licensed driver. Loan-outs are
for two weeks only. Winners are responsible for returning the loan-out Mustang
to the depot from which it was delivered.
5. Offer void wherever prohibited or taxed under state or local laws.

i
.
;
i
i

FORD'S MUSTANG COLLEGE SWEEPSTAKES
P. 0. BOX 1317
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48231
I am a Qcollege senior, Dgraduate student. Please enter my name In the
Mustang College Sweepstakes.

•;

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT

:i Name
i Home Phone Number

C
otr

-Zip-

Address.
'•• C i t y

-StateAre you planning on buying a car in D 6 mos.
Do you own a car now?
• yes
• no

•

-Zip
12 rrk>s. • 2 yrs.

Signature
8 MAIL T O D A Y ! Coupon must be received by November 15,1965
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Canadian Scholar to View
Communism in East Europe

Kolocbiy Collection Rules
Made by Austin Director
Permanent regulations for use of
the recreational listening room in
-\ustin Arts Center have now been
created. Mr. George Nichols, director of the Austin Arts Center,
states that the new stereophonic
record player, tape recorder, and
the Kolodny record collections are
available to all Trinity students,
faculty and staff. •
Access to records and equipment may be obtained at the Arts
Center 's main offi ce. A list for
using the equipment is posted on
the bulletin board just outside
the listening room.
If there is a steady demand for
the room, 45 minutes will be the
maximum time limit that any one
person may use the room. If the
recreational listening room is occupied, the equipment formerly
located In the Library is available for use in Room 231. This
equipment includes a monaural
record player.
Personal tapes and 33 rpm r e c ords In good condition may be
played on the Kolodny machine.
78 rpm records, however, can
not be played on the stereo but
may be played on the machine in
Room 231.

The recreational listening room
may not be used during the performances in the theatre which
have an admission charge.
Seventy-five paintings selected
from the past five years of Hallmark Scholastic Art Awards competition will go on exhibition from
Nov. 5 to 23 in Wean Lounge.
The works include watercolors,
oils, drawings and mixed media
which were chosen from more
than 200 winners in the nationwide contest, now in its 39th year.
An estimated one million junior
and senior high school artists
participate each year.
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MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Delicatessen • Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Rocks
2 « Zion Street
Open Seven
Days a Week
529-9644

College
Barber Shop
"Trinity's Favorite Since 1947
O

block below Vernon Street

1220 Broad St.

Dr. Gordon Skilling

Campus Notes

The Hartford Times, to gauge
the outcome of the Nov. S municipal election, is undertaking a
poll of 500 registered voters this
week.
Those interested in participating
Records from the Kolodny Col- as pollsters are invited to call
lection may not be removed from Stephen B. Goddard, city hall r e the recreational listening room. porter, at 249-8211, ext. 280 durThe listening rooms, on the first ing the day or at 522-1141 at
floor of the Arts Center, are p r i - night.
marily for students in music
classes. Music students therefore
FRESHMAN COUNCIL
have priority in the use of these
rooms.
In recent elections by each Junior Adviser group of freshmen,
the following were elected to the
Freshmen Executive Council?
Keith D. Allaire, DeWitt D. Barlow III, Michael J. Beautyman,
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THETAXI
Theta Xi Fraternity has installed
the following officers: John M.

True i n '66, president; Thomas
E. S. Spence i n '66, vice-president; Frederick K. Burt '66,
treasurer; John D. Craft '67, secretary; Richard S. Stulz '67, senior steward; David Downes '67,
junior steward; Robert K. Fowler
'67, scholarship chairman.

Advertising
To Highlight
Thursday Panel
"Advertising and Public Relations", will be the topic of the
second of a series of career panels
sponsored by the Placement Office. The two-man panel will meet
in Wean Lounge at 7;45 p.m. on
Thursday.
Donald Reynolds '51 and James
Hollyday '51 will speak, Mr. Reynolds on public relations and Mr.
Hollyday on advertising. Each will
discuss Ms field informally for
20 or 30 minutes, and then discussion will be opened to students.
John F. Butler, director of placement, in announcing the panel topic,
noted that all students are encouraged to attend, not only juniors
and seniors.
Mr. Hollyday, formerly of Benton
and Bowles, is now market manager for Nestles.
Mr. Reynolds is public relations
director for Colt Industries.
The next panel planned, said Mr.
Butler, is on graduate schools,
to be followed the next week by a
panel on the medical sciences.

Dr. H. Gordon Skilling, a believer
in the basic political autonomy of
most Eastern European countries,
will speak on "Communism: National and International" Thursday
at 8:00 p.m. In Goodwin Theatre.
Dr. Skilling, a student of Eastern
Europe since the mid-thirties after
extensive travel in the area before
World War II, was graduated from
Toronto University in 1934 with
honors In political science and
government.
A Rhodes Scholar from Ontario
in 1934, he received a B.A. and
M.A. from Oxford and a Ph.D. in
modern European History from
the University of London School
of Slavonic and East European
Studies.
A resident of Prague, Czechoslovakia, from 1937 to 1939, Dr.
Skilling worked on his Doctoral
thesis and acted as an Englishlanguage commentator for the
Czechoslovak Radio Corporation.

Placement
Nov. 2 George Washington University Law School;
Career Panel, Wean
Lounge, 7;45 p.m.,
"Graduate Business
School, Law School,
Urban Affairs and International Relations*
Nov. 3 Harvard University
Law School University
of Pittsburgh Public
Affairs and International Relations University of Virginia
Law School U.S. Navy
Air OCS
Nov. 4 University of Chicago
Law School Fletcher
School of Law & Diplomacy Amos Tuck
School ot Business
Administration U.S.
Navy Air OCS

He lived under the first months
of German occupation of the city
before returning to the West.
During the first year of the War,
he was a research analyst of
German broadcasts for the British Broadcasting Company and
later as a founder of the International Service of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation and Supervisor of Central European
Broadcasts for the C.B.C.
Dr. Skilling has traveled extensively in Eastern Europe since
the war and has published many
scholarly articles on the rise of
Communism In Czechoslovakia and
on East European Communism in
general.
He has served as an assistant
professor of political science at
the University of Wisconsin, a professor of government at Dartmouth
College, and as a visiting professor at Columbia University's Russian Institute.
At present he Is a professor
of political economy at the University of Toronto and director
of the Centre for Russian and
East European Studies at Toronto.

Mr. Melody
(Clark Denslow)
Invites you to come and
see our large selection of
musical instruments, accessories, and music.
Trades —- Repair
Instruction
MELODY
MUSIC COMPANY
147 Asylum St.
Hartford Tel. 247-4588

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

Sweaters
Special This Week
• One Day Service

394

# Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring

COLLEGE VIEW SEStVSCE
360 New Britain Ave.

Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

(Just West of Summit St. Gate)
Offering Mobil Products

THE ALL MEW

Complete Automotive Service
Fro© P i c k u p A D e l i v e r y S e r v i c e

WASHINGTON DINESI,!n€.

7 A.M. y 10 P.M. Weekdays - 8 A.M. - 10 P.M. Sundays

Saturday, October 30

WRTC-FM 89.3 Me
Trinity
vs.
Coast Guard
Airtime: 1:20
The 34th Year: hlO

Newest and Finest in New England

ORANGE JUICE
2 Egg*
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast.. Coff»«

65c

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast

CoHae

t f£

1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
2-HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.40
1.55
.95
1.55
1.25
1.55

FOR 75* MORE-SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK
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A Thorn Is Born
Where were the fraternity officers ?
Where were the Senators, Junior Advisers and Medusa?
Where were they all Saturday just
after midnight when the Hartford Police
Department received a telephone call
from a "citizen" who complained there
was too much noise on Vernon Street,
particularly from two fraternities?
But the Mather Security Patrol evidently has a police radio and, winning
the race to Vernon Street, managed to
quiet things down. Either fortunately
or unfortunately for Trinity, the police
arrested no one.
The point is that situations like this
should not, and could not, arise under
the revised rules. But it happened.
When the rules were revised, the
seven-man Committee on Student Discipline stated: "In an effort to develop
greater exercise of self-control and a
sense of community, and to maintain an
effective system of student government
in an expanding student body, the Committee has re-evaluated and redefined
the responsibility of students and student leaders."
In particular, said the Committee,
"the amendments to regulations being
proposed give additional responsibility
to fraternity officers and to Junior Advisers for the encouragement of a sense
of community and a sense of general individual responsibility on the part of all
students.
"It is ouv conviction that the students of Trinity College do not have <o
be policed."
That is also the conviction of this
. newspaper. It is merely the way in which
tliis responsibility is legislated that is
questioned. As has been said in these

columns before and will doubtlessly 'be
reiterated in the future, students have
been given responsibility, but they have
not accepted it.
They have not accepted it because
they were given no choice. For reasons
of 1good or bad, at the last Senate meeting last Spring, the Senate voted to accept rules and regulations they had
studied for only a half-day. Never was
the entire undergraduate body consulted
or given the opportunity to challenge.
The result is moral anarchy.
The Trinity student knows he must
be a gentleman, but he generally feels
no more compelled to insure gentlemanly
behavior among his compeers in the
community than does a baby in the nur- sery. And he is not to be blamed, for
he was virtually, though perhaps unintentionally, hoodwinked last May.
At that time the College took the
burden of enforcing its rules and the
state's laws from the authorities making
them and foisted them upon the Senate,
Medusa, Junior Advisers and fraternity
officers, none of whom wanted this responsibility. Inexpensive police detection
was insured. There is something immoral in this treatment of responsibility,
and the amorphous code the Trinity gentleman is supposed to heed is forgotten
or ignored.
And the reasoning is not that Trinity students are not gentlemen; rather,
they are truly gentlemen. Only when
the College gives them the authority to
• accept a code of conduct which is appropriate and which has standards to
which the College community wants to
be responsible, only then will individual
responsibility in the community be a
reality.

Fee Folly
Less than three per cent of the students are now enrolled in so-called extra courses. If these students — mainly
juniors and seniors — want credit for
extra courses, they must pay an additional fee. The charge is $206.25.
Payment for this fee may seem reasonable if one considers the extra bookkeeping required, the extra tests corrected, the extra papers graded and the •
extra time devoted in class to extra students. However, little of this work is
much extra effort per instructor.
In the case of a student auditing a
course, he can be tested and evaluated,
receiving a grade at the end of the term

which is forwarded to the Registrar's
office to be placed on the student's record.
Of course, the charge does discourage
students who are not seriously interested
in additional learning from taking extra
courses, but then, only Dean's List students are allowed the option, and these
students can presumably benefit from
the added load.
Repeal of the additional fee appeal's
not only sensible but entirely in keeping
with the spirit of community some administrators want to encourage here.
Trinity does, after all, want to turn out
the best students it can.

Dorm Delay
It is embarrassing to compare the
number of hours Trinity students are
allowed to entertain women in their
rooms with the number of hours students
in other colleges enjoy. It is equally embarrassing to note the two weeks' time
the College has spent, as Dr. Albert C.
Jacobs has said, "seriously considering"
the problem.
No doubt the problem is serious,
and although the Senate resolution of
October 11 calls for a trial extension on
Saturday nights until 1 a.m. for the rest
of the term, any decision now will likely
be precedent-making. The gravity with
which the College administrators involved view this decision is laudable, but
students are understandably impatient.
The College should note that after
lengthy debate, the faculty Student Affairs Committee endorsed this proposal,
and such an extension on dance week-

ends has worked satisfactorily in the
past.
Moralities are not going to change.
And if they do, they can change at a
motel party as well as in a dormitory.
It can be argued that students have
the right to be alone with their dates
for a reasonable amount of time. How
many college students, one wonders, under the guidance and protection of their
parents, end their dates at 11:30 p.m.?
If the decision on the dormitory
hours extension is delayed-much longer,
then one important feature of the proposal will be neglected: the trial period
will not last long enough • to be beneficial. A full term trial, impossible now,
would, in fact, do more to point up the
defects of the system than otherwise.
But perhaps a speedy decision is
forthcoming. It might as well be. There
are other, much weightier problems
which deserve more time than they arc
now receiving.

Foresight
To the Editor:
The administration of our college should be congratulated for
Its foresight in planning the LifeScience Center and the new field
house. However, I don't think the
administration should completely
close its eyes to the condition
of one of its buildings, Alumni
Hall.
Yesterday I was leaving Alumni
Hall •after soccer class to shower
and dress in my room. One of
the coaches saw me and called to
me, and in a most friendly manner,
told me that showering and dressing in Alumni Hall was part of
the P.E. program. He also said
that he realized what conditions
were like but we would have to
put up with them until the new
field house was completed, which,
he hoped would be done by the
time we graduate. This, of course,
made me feel much better,
What I would like to know is,
does the administration know what
it is like in the locker room of
Alumni Hall? The showers are
such, that when they are turned
on they adjust themselves as they
wish, alternating between scalding hot and numbing cold. Seccondly, the stench in the old locker room far surpasses that of a
regular locker room, quickly approaching a state of being downright nauseating. There is one
small window in the locker room
and two In the shower room, a
small detail that shows excellent
planning. Just because a new field
house is being planned, old Alumni
Hall (1887) should not be permitted to waste away in its own
stench.
Something can and should be done
about this situation.

tion, as well as contributary
sources of "the moral entropy of
the universe". This was all accomplished in just a few sentences!
despite the fact that scholars and
aestheticians have spent life times exploring these areas andas
yet many of these leading questions
are yet to be resolved.
Aside from begging many questions, this young man's logic Is
contradictory and his 'reasoning'
is most fuzzy. For example hei
stated that "Bright Winter" was
one of "the fewpaintings withaninrlivldual style" and in the next
breath was reminded by it of one
of Miro's paintings. Such a comparison shows not only a basic Ignorance of Miro's work as well as
a complete lack of any analytical
competency. In chatting, name
dropping and pidgeonholing are
permissive, however in serious
criticism, such subjective liberties are to be cancelled. For example the positive areas inMlro's
work are decidedly hard edged or
even amorphic geometric forms
presented in strong color or
greatly contrasting values; the pat-,
terns of "Bright Winter" are of a
continuous linear nature presenting irregular series of peaks
and shivering lines. Miro's compostlons are essentially an interaction between shapes and zones
whereas "Bright Winter" is a white
on white interplay of negative areas
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within Itself. Most of Miro's
works are thermal and of a yang
nature whereas "Bright Winter"
is frigid and of a decided ying
nature.
The values, colors,
rhythms, interactions as well as
the timbre itself scarcely call for
anything but the most superficial
comparison. (Incidentally "Bright
Winter" was reproduced on its
side).
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The labeling of "Doomed Pier"
as the demolition of the Peta
station (which I haven't been In
Donald Reder '69
for over 20 years) is taking subjective liberties one possibly may
on a rorshack test or a psychiatrist's couch. This may afford the
reviewer a vehicle to lament "what
an overly efficient age is pleased to
call wasted space", however reviews should attempt to get at what
To the Editor:
the individual Interviewed has In
mind — not what the interviewer
We continue to get pressures thinks he should have in mind,
from students and faculty to pur- Strange the reviewer knew he was
chase duplicate copies of books supposed to react to "Magic Mounassigned to the
Reserve tain" as "glittering facets" U
Shelves for courses or in demand doggedly insisted to Intrude his
because of current popularity. Re- own 'rich' associations of Schuylluctantly I have had to say that kill River (a place which I have
we are severely limited in our never had the pleasure of visitpurchase of duplicates by the ing).
amount of theft and mutilation
with which we are faced. In most
Concerning the figure on the beach
cases it is mandatory that we with a wristwatcli on, the reviewer
replace these missing or damaged shows a lack of imagination himbooks first. Obviously every time self if he only thinks of a beach
we buy a second copy of a book, as a place "to go swimming.
for whatever reason, it means (Besides the watch Is waterproof.)
that the first copy of some other
worthwhile book does not get pur- Comparing "Flagellation • o£
chased.
Light" with Pollacks dribbling
On behalf of the entire Trinity technique again shows not only
community, may I ask the thought- the ignorance of vastly differs
less few to think about the im- methods and approach but a total
plications of their acts, whether insensltlvity to their results.
it be the removal of the latest
issue of ESQUIRE or the expensive
Most disturbing of all is the
out-of-print book needed by an reviewer's sophomoric insistence
entire class.
on complete and final answers.,
If some of the works condemned
Donald B. Engley by the reviewer as being " ara "
Librarian biguous", he lad better refer back
to his freshman handbook concerning the power of the unresolved, the mysterious—the magi0
of the power of suggestion.
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Pressures

A mused

I was amused by the young man
who most ambitiously not only
passed solemn and final judgment on my art, but banished
me to the limbo for "bad painters"
Equally self assured his Delphic
pronouncements went on to elucidate the very nature of art and
to 'detect' plagarism of percep-
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Some may admire the assurance
and presumption of youth. Being so
early in your journey, it in """
explains Itself. However, the
longer one continues to seriously
study, a humility should a p p ^
which presents the truer picture
of how very much is yet to be
learned,
Andrew Johnstone
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The United Nations: '45-65
Arena for Verbal Polemics
Precludes Military Power
In Tense, Post-War Years

£,\

life-

The fact that the disarmament
discussions between the Soviet Union and the United States were held
October 24 marked the twentieth at the U.N. indicates that the naanniversary of the United Nations, tions of the world might be leanFor these past 20 years, the U.N. ing to Increased use of the United
has been a major influence in keep- Nations as a negotiating table.
ing the peace. Countries have found With the increase of membership,
it easier to use an arena for verbal especially among the "neutralist*
polemics rather than resort to Afro-Asian nations, there is no
force.
paucity of mediating1 powers.
The U.N. was involved and still The same "neutralist" nations
is in peace keeping missions are the ones who In the next 20
through out the world. The United years will keep the U.N. on Its
Nations Emergency Force to this toes and keep it a useful organday remains in the Gaza strip and ization. They are the nations who
is the prime reason for the lack bring cases before the Internaof skirmishes between Egypt and tional Court of Justice and turn to
Israel. A similar force in Cyprus the United Nations for its aid in
has managed to prevent a con- settling internal and external probtinuing massacre of Greeks and lems. They seek the use of the
Turks. An active U.N. presence peace keeping machinery and call
has now been established in Kash- on the U.N. for aid in redressing
mir.
their grievances against each othThe United Nations seems to be er.
gaining strength in some ways and
Hopefully as all these cases are
becoming weaker in others. Just brought before the U.N. it will
one year ago the guides at the U.N. become a habit to seek the U.N.'s
were talking about what the Trus- aid. Justice will be surer and r e teeship Council would do if they dress more likely and less costly
still were around. The financial than by declaring war.
difficulties created
an atmosA further example of extension
phere of doom.
of the U.N. .presence in the next
These problems seem to have twenty years is through her interbeen temporarily solved. At least national organizations. The World
the world will not celebrate the Health Organization, The Food and
U.N.'s twentieth anniversary and Agricultural Organization, U.N.I.
funeral in the same year.
C.E.F. and U.N.E.S.CO. are all
Effective action is the key to the vital to the under-developed nacontinuance of the U.N. as a viable tions. A good example is Indonand influential force in the world. esia, which was beginning to solve
It has a continuing role to play in some of her economic problems,
the Middle East, in Kashmir, in then withdrew from the U.N, and
Cyprus and in Southwest Africa. asked for all U.N. organizations to
The U.N. even has a place for leave. Many vital projects colaction in Vietnam.
lapsed and are unlikely to be conThe problem involved in an ex- tinued by a financially harassed
tension of the U.N.'s role Is that government.
in its first 20 years of existence
These aids are also Important,
nations tended to cooperate too for they come with no strings
much outside the organization. attached. The United Nations will
Area defense pacts, by both the go in only when It is asked and
Eastern and Western powers, cir- will leave under the same circumcumscribed the U.N. conferences stances. Nonetheless, there are
at Bandung, Geneva. Addis Abba no tie-ins, no demand that Rusemasculated the U.N. as a con- sian or American or Chinese tracIt has been said by the critics
ciliatory body.
tors be used In a project, simply of the United Nations that the
These miscellaneous and diverse straightforward aid.
organization cannot, or will not,
treaties must now come within the
Unpleasant as it sounds, this aid back up any of Us decisions. As
purveyal of the United Nations. acts as a tantalizer, The nations seen in the case of Kashmir, the
Most of the parties to the treaties become attached to the United Na- U.N. can act if the interests of the
are members, making it sensible tions and used to its presence Great Powers are not Involved, or
for them to negotiate under U.N. in the nation. This tends to rein- more important, if they do not
auspices. Those countries which force their present tendency to conflict.
are not members must be admit- turn toward the United Nations
ted If the U.N. is to function as for settlement of International difIn the summer or fall of 1966,
a truly international body.
the International Court of Justice
ficulties.
The appearance of the Pope beIn the next 20 years, the U.N. will render a decision on the case
fore the United Nations on its will have to enter the area of of Southwest Africa, one which can
twentieth anniversary Is some- disputes such as the one la Viet- affect the destiny of the United
thing that forebodes of the future nam. This war or police action, Nations. The African nations conand recalls the past. In the Middle or whatever it is, is a possible tend that the Republic of South
Ages Innocent III used his spiritual threat to world peace and thus Africa has violated its mandate
powers for temporal means. He within the provinces of U.N. jur- over the territory. South Africa
acted as a moral and political isdiction. It would make sense contends the mandate was from
force. However throughout his for the International Control Com- the League of Nations and that the
reign it was the national bishops mission to act as an arm of the U.N. has no rights In the matter.
who carried out his orders, and United Nations.
enforced any interdicts or excomIt would make sense that when
munications.
In 1946 the Court rendered an
there is a trace, if there ever
Now a modern day pope appears is one, that the U.N. oversees advisory judgment, which is bind;
j before the world's leaders and the negotiations, as the only pos- ing on no one. It stated that South
i calls for peace. He will not use an sible disinterested and neutral Africa's obligations as a manda! interdict to enforce his wishes, body. That a U.N. force of some tory power continued and that the
1
. nor will he have the Cardinal in type oversees the troop withdraw- U.N. General Assembly was legalParis excommunicate De. Gaulle als and then insure the elections ly qualified to exercise the superfor exploding a bomb. However, which would hopefully take place. visory powers of the League Counthe pope is one of the most power- Despite claims that this is merely cil. Furthermore, the Court stated
ful moral forces in the world today, a civil war, it has burgeoned that the International status of
and though he has no divisions into an international problem, Southwest African Territory could
as pointed out by Stalin, he has holding the center stage in Inter- be modified only by permission of
tremendous influence even among national affairs, and thus calling the U.N.
the non-Catholics of the world. for solution by an International orSouth Africa lias refused to r e ganization.
cognize this claim by the U.N.,
It is not only in Vietnam that the and refused to allow any U.N.
The Church is no longer so Catholic as it used to be, the United U.N. should assert itself. Once na- body to establish an "effective
Nations Is the most Catholic force tions become used to U.N. p r e - presence" to the territory. In 1963
In the world today. It is up to the sence, they will turn to it na- the General Assembly after an inU.N. in the next 20 years to use turally. This Is the path that the vestigation of the situation called
its moral and temporal power to United Nations should follow in the for the "application of more desee that the seemingly universal next 20 years, a path they have cisive political and economic sancshunned in the past 20 years. tions against South Africa".
wish for peace be fulfilled.
by Jonathan Ocko

International Court Power Tested
In Sanctioning of South Africa

• Johns*""

NEEDLESS TO SAY, adherence racially separate states, each with
to this rule was voluntary, and close ties to the Republic of South
few countries have "decisive* Africa.
sanctions*. The African nations do
not have the economic power to do The South African government
so on their own and look to the claims that all of these moves are
Great Powers and the U.N. to act within her rights as the mandacooperatively
against
South tory power, that they are not inAfrica.
consistent with the spirit of the
Thus the question still remains— mandate and tliat, furthermore,
"Will the U.N. enforce the Court the entire question is an internal
decision when it is made next one.
year?"
Most observers judge from these
remarks that South Africa would
not willingly accept an unfavorable
Two primary issues remain in the decision. It is not unlikely that
case before the Court. (1) Has they would pull out of the U.N.
South Africa international obliga- as they pulled out of the Commontions as stated In the mandate, wealth.
and can the U.N. legitimately exercise the League's supervisory Yet the U.N, must act decisively
functions? (2) Has South Africa's In this case. Failure to do so will
administration of the territory undermine the confidence in the
been consistent with the provisions U.N. that the smaller nations now
of the mandate?
have. Moreover, failure to act will
The U.N. has been unwilling to disillusion many of the U.N. 'ssupmove against the South African porters here in the United States
government on the basis of an and in other countries. The
advisory opinion and is awaiting skeptic's remark that the U.N.
the final decision. But even then is "a place for a lot of palaverwill they act?
ing and no doing* will seem more
The Court has already decided credible.
on the first question by virtue of The United States and Russia,
its advisory judgment. South Africa along with Britain, have denied
is responsible, and the U.N. i s the their
eonomic Interests inlegitimate supervisory^organlza- fluence their policy; the General
tlon. From all the available infor- Assembly has condemned South
mation, it seems likely that the Africa once already and called for
Court will decide against South sanctions.
Africa on the latter point also. If the United Nations cannot act
under such circumstances, it may
SOUTH AFRICA has contravened well be unable to meet the even
the advisory opinion and gone ahead more severe tests it will have to
with plans to change the interna- face in the future. United action
tional status of the Southwest Ter- on this case could be the turning
ritory, They are planning to create point in the life of the United Naa federation of semi-autonomous, tions.
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Fraternities Challenged Over
Follouing is the text of a
talk Dr. George C. Wiggins,
College counselor and assistant
professor of psychology, gave Thursday night
for more than 175 students
who attended the ^Psychology
Club function.

Late last year when the special
committee Investigating discipline
rules released Its report, anoverall goal was enunciated for Trinity Colleg-e. Dean Vogel has a r ticulated that goal as the establishment at Trinity College of a sense
of community involving mutual r e spect, concern, and responsibility
of all Individuals at the College
for each other. I endorse this
goal with extreme whole hearted
vigor, and, further, I feel that
it Is not only a desirable goal
for Trinity, but a necessary goal
for all people If we are to continue to remain viable as a humanity in a potentially very dangerous world.
Because I feel that the goal of
establishing a true community at
Trinity College Is so Important,
3 wish to orient all of my r e marks tonight concerning- Trinity's fraternities to a general consideration of how they are meeting their responsibilities to the
community of which they are a
part, and how they can do this
better.
I see an interesting and disturbing paradox in the contribution of
Trinity College fraternities to
their community. By the fundamental social nature "of "fraternities
a s they are now constituted, they
seem to me to be fragmenting
groups rather than unifying groups,
and, consequently, they stand directly opposed to a spirit of community. I am referring to. whatI call the excluding nature of fraternity Identity. Fraternities are
not known so much by whom they
Include and what they stand for,
as by whom they exclude and -what
they do not stand for.
AN INTERESTING phenomenon
occurs when you ask a fraternity
to describe itself. All fraternities
take great pride in, describing
themselves as a diverse, but closeknit group of people. Consequently,
if one were to ask each fraternity
to describe itself, you would be
led to believe that all fraternities
must be exactly the sajne. However, In the negative a fraternity
can describe Itself very well. If
you ask a house to describe another house, you will receive a
rather well characterized s t e r eotype that all other houses, except the one being described, will
also give. Consequently, a complete answer to the question," What
a r e you like?", yields the answer,
"We are a diverse but close-knit
group but definitely not like Alpha Beta Gamma and Delta Epsilon Phi" who are all something
or other undesirable. Now note
very carefully: the only discriminations made here are negative
ones. This phenomenon was shown
very clearly In a study I did at
the University of Rochester where
two houses of over 80% Jewish
membership each described the
other as a Jewish house and themselves as a diverse, close-knit
group.

It would seem then, that fraternities stand directly in the way
of any exciting new possibilities
of a unified sense of community
at Trinity. This was, indeed, the
conclusion recently reached by an
Amherst College subcommittee on
student life which recommended
the abandonment of the fraternity
system at Amherst. However, It
seems to me, and this is the
paradox, that fraternities CAN be
the most important, prime movers
in the establishment of a sense
of community, and that they CAN
render to the community services
which could probably come from
nowhere else. This is because of
the fact that they a r e organized
groups of people, and that they
a r e small enough to provide many
opportunities for many different
individuals to assume roles of
responsibility. The opportunity for
so many individuals to assume Important community roles would
definitely be diminished if these
separate organizations with their
separate officers were abolished
in favor of larger groups or of
one single large group.
I AM THEN, going to examine
• fraternities with respect to what
they can positively do for developing a sense of community rather than suggesting, at this time,
that they be abandoned as a form
of social organization on this campus before they offer positive proof
that they a r e unwilling to rise to
the challenge of doing their part
toward establishing a true Trinity
community. I will examine what
they are doing now, what they
could do, and make a few specific
proposals for definite, action.
To make a vastly complex area
more manageable I am going to
arbitrarily divide the commerce
of fraternities with the total community into three categories; The
area of academic activity, the area
of scholastic activity, and the area
of social activity. In each of these
three areas I will then a s s e s s the
impact of fraternities and the p o tentials for fraternities with r e spect to student or fraternity-faculty relations, with respect to interfraternlty relations, and with
respect to Intracommunity relations. The first area I will explore Is the area of a c a d e m i c
activity.
By academic activity I refer to
the excitement and pleasure of
learning and to the excitement and
pleasure of the exercise of the
Intellectual life. In this talk I
will distinguish academic activity

from what I call scholastic activity which will refer to the mechanics of getting an education such
Adding further to the excluding as studying, writing papers, and
and fragmenting nature of fra- so forth. The intellectual) life is
ternities is the fact that almost definitely not concerned with p a s all houses, in some way or an- sive listening to lectures and p a s other, have institutionalized the sive absorbing of words which are
concept of negative choice or ex- later vomited back to someone.
clusion In membership as their In this latter process the indimodus operandl. I refer, of course, vidual is merely a passive and
to the blackball system where the temporary receptacle. Too much of
exercise of exclusion is raised to this takes place at Trinity and
the level of a sacred right. Again apparently at other institutions of
the exclusive, divisive aspect of higher education also. As the Trinthe group Is paramount.
ity TRIPOD recently reported,

Professor Gwynn observed that
"large amounts of time lecturing
without getting students Involved
may be blamed for the real weakness of ineffective teaching-..-"
The advantage of a small college with small classes is not
simply so that you a r e closer to
a teacher In a lecture room and
therefore you can hear him better.
It i s mainly so that you can avoid
Tote learning and actually catch
the contagious excitement of learning, thinking, and critically examining ideas, I propose in this
area that you use your houses as
platforms for engaging the faculty
in conversation with each other
and with you. I mean precisely
conversation. For example, I think
it would be a very exciting evening to invite a chemist, an historian, and an English professor
to discuss a current novel with
you. This would give you a chance
to see what approaches intelligent
men who are not trained in a
specific field use in their general
thinking about and evaluation of
fiction. This would give you a
chance to broaden your concept of
the intellectual life and If I know
anything- about the way these gatherings proceed when you get a
scientist and an English professor
discussing a non-empirical topic
like a novel, it certainly ought
to broaden your Insights. Another
example would be to invite a biologist, a philosophy professor,
and a religion professor to discuss the new probabilities of selective breeding in human beings.
I rather imagine that here you could
get a discussion that would open
your eyes to areas which you
might never even have thought
existed. The range of possible topics is limitless...
All I ask really, Is for you to
• avoid merely duplicating the classroom situation in your houses.
You may never again settle for
the classroom situation as it Is
now if you are exposed to some
of the contagion which is part of
the free Interchange of ideas critically examined.
Many people
would like to change the situation
a s it now exists but we simply
don't know how it would work out.
You can give us all an opportunity
to mutually explore avenues for
exciting new things in Trinity education.
WITH RESPECT to interfraternity and intracommunity relationships in the area of academics,
as far as I can see fraternities
do not really do a great deal.

Some houses do have literary and
other intellectually oriented exercises, but as far as I know
these either form a part of their
secret ritualistic indulgences or
they a r e planned only for the
members of a single house. When
a house requires academic time
from its members only for Itself and thereby robs the community, I begin to wonder If this
is really not an anti-academic
process.
I propose in this area that when
houses sponsor teachers in academic exercises that the houses

be open.to the entire community. toward scholastic activity and to
By this I mean the Independents, encourage expansions In the area
members of other houses, and of academic activities which I
freshmen. Secondly, I propose that have mentioned. It would seem to
houses sponsor such Intellectual me that, the academic-activities I
affairs together. A house with have been suggesting would be so
small rooms and no place to real- stimulating that they would imbue
ly gather In comfort can share the •tills campus witli such an excitecost of such an effort with a house ment for the Intellectual life that
that has the physical facilities it would not be necessary to plan
which would make such a gathering and push for the mechanics of
feasible. I further propose that the helping students.
With respect to relationships with
IFC handle publicity, coordinate
these activities, and help to de- faculty in the scholastic 'area, I
fray the cost of opening- up houses have .only one specific recommento other members of the commun- dation. Many of us who teach small
seminars woujd like very much to
ity.
In moving to the area of schol- hold them In a more pleasant
astic activities let me reiterate. setting than some of the rather
available
seminar
For the purpose of my talk tonight, forbidding
scholastic activity will refer to rooms. Most of us, however, do
the actual process of gaining an not iiave the facilities to hold
education at Trinity; such things seminars In our own homes, nor
as taking courses, studying, p r e - can we afford the coffee and tea
paring for exams, writing papers, which is an inevitable part of this
and all the rest. These are the kind of a venture. I suggest to
mechanics of fulfilling the educa- you that houses which have rooms
which a r e * amenable to this kind
tional requirements.
Presently house activities in this o(f a .class, offer these rooms to
area vary from having tutors avail- teachers who a r e giving regular
able for specific individuals who seminar courses for their courses
a r e having difficulty in specific to meet in. It would mean an
courses to absolutely nothing at Inconvenience for the members of
all. There are, up and down Ver- the house for two or three hours
non Street, a few poorly kept a week during which time they
files of tests and previously writ- would have to remain somewhat
ten papers, but I seriously ques- more quiet than usual, and It
tion the legitimacy of this contri- would also mean that the house
bution to scholastic efforts of stu- would provide refreshments for the
dents. Houses clearly could pro- seminar which would Involve the
vide study rooms with quiet hours, cost of manpower and materials.
make tutors available to those in I suggest In this case that the
need of help, and they could cer- lnterfraternlty Council be able to
tainly routinely examine the schol- procure ' funds to reimburse any
astic progress of their brothers house.which is willing to make the
imposing sanctions on less than sacrifice of a room and some
average performance. These how- loudness for two or three hours
ever, do not seem to me to be as a week,
important as efforts on the part
of fraternities to encourage a spirTHIS BRINGS ME to the topic
it of academic excitement.
of social relations; a -rather vast-«•
ly complex topic because tills Is
• IF THE LOW valence on schol- the main commerce of fraternities. ,,
astic oriented activity which is now While social relations Include / '
prevalent in the fraternities today multitude of sins, I will mainly
• was raised, the mechanics of help confine my remarks tonight to
would follow naturally and not a social relations which are directgreat' deal of overt planning would ly pertinent to Interpersonal re-'
be necessary. At the present time lations devoted to relaxation and
almost anything seems to have recreation.
precedence over study and assoThe first area I will explore
ciated scholastic activities. This Is is the relation between the fraespecially true for pledges. 1 very ternities and the faculty. Presentstrongly feel that, the IFC should ly, as I have mentioned, most comsupervise pledging activities c a r e - merce between fraternity and facfully. No house should be allowed ulties on a formal level takes the
to keep its pledges up for long per- form of cocktail parties, an ociods of time without sleep for any casional dinner, the much more
reason. However, when pledges are occasional chaperoning assignfalling asleep in classes and a r e ment, and the almost totally abunable to meet academic and other sent process of faculty advising.
Let me emphasize again, we do
not legitimately meet at a social
level In a natural way. Consequently you frequently tend to show
yourselves to us at your very worst
from our standpoint. We cannot
dance like you, and indeed, most
of the time because of the loudness of the bands you hire, we
cannot even hear you at your
dances to be able to talk with you.

obligations because they have b e come so involved In pledging a c tivities that they have neither the
time nor the strength to meet1
their obligations, then I think a
house clearly should be punished
severely.
,
The basic considerations which
I'have just mentioned govern my
attitude toward the intracommunity and lnterfraternlty aspects of
the scholastic area. The IFC with
the" cooperation of the Individual
houses could sponsor help sessions
and all the rest, but still most
important is to change the attitude

I DO NOT SUGGEST that you
cut out any of these activities
although I think that large faculty cocktail parties do not really
contribute a great deal to studentfaculty relationships since we tend
to talk to each other at these
functions and not to you. I do suggest, in addition to what you do
now, that you Invite us to your
social functions where you really
look good. Almost all houses at
least once a year have very formal, elegant dinners where you are
really on your very best behavior.
I understand that these are frequently quite urbane and pleasant
affairs. Here is where you should
show yourself to the faculty and
here is where you should invite the
older 'and higher ranking members
of the faculty. These are the kinds
of affairs that we can handle without a great deal of difficulty. When
you have such dinners take extreme care to be sure that you
know what your guests a r e doing
all the time. At sit-down dinners
make sure that you have seats
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Responsibility to Community
assigned so that faculty are in- suggesting simply, is to give large
terspersed among students rath- segments of the faculty a pleaser than sitting separately. I do ant experience with fraternities so
not suggest that you forego the bas- that they would be disposed to
er pleasures which are usually come back to chaperone.
Let me say here a few words
a part of these evenings; all I suggest is that you wait until we leave, about the faculty adviser system
then take off your black ties and which I feel should be fundamentally revised immediately. Last
enjoy yourself.
With respect to chaperoning a year in the STUDENT HANDBOOK
great deal can be done. I feel so only six fraternities listed faculty
strongly that something should be advisers. One of the advisers was
done that I would like to see It not even in the country last year.
a rule that it be necessary for This year the situation has improva house to have a faculty chap- ed somewhat; the faculty adviser
erone to have a party. If this who is no longer in the country Is
were the case you would have to no longer listed In the handbook
make a great deal of effort at which means that only five fraterpaying attention to faculty mem- nities have advisers listed this
bers because I don't think you year.
would be able to get enough chaperones to go around if you all had
I MAKE THE following proposals
a party on the same night. Some for changes In the fraternity faccommon sense rules can make ulty adviser system. I feel that
chaperoning pleasant even for the every house should have an admost hardened faculty member. viser who Is selected from the
Always ask your chaperones to TEACHING FACULTY and who
bring at least one other couple is not a member of the house he
who are friends of theirs and in- is to advise. By having a member
vite them to chaperone early of the teaching faculty as an adenough so that they can find some- viser you can be sure that you
one who will be able to accompany have at least one liaison with the
them. Further, you can invite other faculty. By having this man not
adults to your parties. Most of you a member of your own house, you
have alumni in the area and there assure yourself that you are getting
is no reason that you couldn't a truer picture of your functioning
invite your faculty adviser and because his primary loyalty will
his wife to drop in. All you would be to Trinity College and not to
then have to provide is the mater- the house. I further suggest that
faculty adviserships be contracted
in a businesslike basis for terms
of one year and that no adviser
be allowed to succeed himself more
than three times successively.
This procedure will protect both
the house and the faculty member
from getting into a situation where
one of the parties wants to break
the relationship but both are afraid
to do so for fear of hurting the
other's feelings. I select three
years because this is essentially
one fraternity generation. By the
end of three years all of the people who the adviser knew when
he first took over the house will
have by that time graduated. I
see no reason why a house may
not keep any other advisers they
wish from their alumni, from the
faculty, or' from the administration. I only suggest that every
house have as their principal adviser a man from the faculty to
whom they are clearly responsiial for these people to enjoy their ble to give a clear line of comevening and a relatively quiet cor- munication between the faculty and
ner somewhere for them to gather. the houses.
They will be able to take care of
themselves, and it has been my
experience in these types of sitI FURTHER SUGGEST that the
uations that the students cannot fraternities use their advisers.
resist being drawn into the adult Fraternities should talk with these
conversation, with some enjoy- men formally and informally. I
ment, even if the initial motiva- suggest that if the adviser is made
tion was curiosity about what a to feel he is a vital part of the
bunch of old adults talk about when house j£ou will find he will have
they sit down together in an eve- something to contribute. However,
ning or whether it was out of he will not contribute if he feels
some sense of obligation to see that his presence might be conthat at least a couple of frater- strued as interfering, and most
nity members say hello to them faculty members will feel that this
in the evening. It is a rather -well- is the case unless they are speknown phenomenon at Trinity fra- cifically asked to make contact with
ternities that this last mentioned the houses. Along this line I sugobligation is frequently not felt gest you keep your faculty adviser
very strongly at all. At the pre- informed on a regular basis of
sent time I would estimate that just what is happening with your house.
about 90% of all faculty members However, I strongly suggest that
who have been here more than two you keep your faculty advisers out
years would have to be dragged to of your own business meetings;
chaperone a party because of un- in fact I suggest that you keep all
Pieasant experiences that they have Individuals who are not undergradna-a i n the past. I do think that uate members of the house out
jws can be overcome; just don't of your "own business meetings.
«ave your chaperones sitting a- You need occasions to talk to
round to enjoy the party on their each other using your own lanown because they won't.
guage and In a rather frank way.
You cannot really do this when
ANOTHER DEVICE which could there are outsiders present. I
oe used to increase the pool of suggest that the IFC supervise
available faculty members for the FACULTY adviser selection
chaperoning purposes would be to process making the process unina
ve an intellectually oriented Ma- form for all houses. Other ads
°n Plan type of program spon- visers should be the prerogative
sored by the IFC for new faculty and responsibility of the individual
members during each fall. At this houses.
time you could possibly also inMy one further thought on faculty
vite some of the new faculty mem- advisers to fraternities would be
bers' departmental
colleagues to suggest that there might poswhich would give you an even sibly be some merit in having
Wider faculty contact. What I am a member of the faculty serve

as an adviser to the IFC Itself.
This man can serve as a liaison
between the official body of the
fraternities and the faculty and he
may also serve to coordinate the
fraternity faculty advisers. He
could serve, in essence, as the
chairman of the fraternity-faculty
advisers, and he could arrange
for dinners or meetings a couple
of times a year with all faculty
advisers and house officers to
discuss mutual problems and make
other plans.
MOVING NOW to the intrafraternity relations aspect of social
activities I would suggest that
very little Is being done by fraternities jointly in order to get
themselves together. Mr. Michael
Ferguson's observation In the October 5 TRIPOD of this year that
"... the constrained reception a
student receives when he enters
a strange fraternity house - (ls)not because he Is not liked but
because he is not- known..." is
all too terribly true. The IFC
weekends are an attempt to rally
some interfraternity spirit, joint
parties are very far and few between, and most people don't even
know what Rutgers plan is. When
the Rutgers plan is attempted I
understand that for the most part
it means that an individual has to
go to the inconvenience of eating at
another house on that night and
that he leaves the other house
as soon as possible after the dinner is over.
There are, simply, too many private, closed affairs planned by individual fraternities on this campus without coordination with the
rest of the community. For example, last spring on senior weekend two houses had closed parties
on Friday, three houses had closed
parties on' Saturday (and one was
held off the campus), and two
houses held closed parties on Sunday (and one of these parties
was held off the campus).
I have several proposals which
speak to this area. First I suggest
that private closed parties should
be kept to a minimum and that
closed parties should always be
held on weekends when there are
no campus wide activities being
held. I suggest, as a rough rule
of thumb, that for every private
party which Is held a joint party
should be held. This past weekend, which I consider a weekend
in which there was college wide
activity (the Colby football game),
only -one joint party was held.
This I believe is to be commended, but I lament that more were
not held.
I WOULD LIKE to propose what
you may call the Higgins1 Plan
(Part I). I suggest that on three
weekends with campus wide activities, one in the M l , one in
the winter, and one in the spring
all houses should give parties
on the same night with open and
equal facilities to encourage exchange between fraternity members. By equal facilities I suggest
that all houses have the same
kind of music, I mean either live
or recorded, and that all bars
serve the same, with drinks being free on that evening. The cost
of these parties should be controlled by the IFC on a pro rata
basis according1 to the number
of members in the fraternity
houses. I will present Part II of
this plan In its proper place in a.
few minutes.

reason why he is being segregated against and discount it as
being a superfluous one. Because
of the mercurial and often unstated reasons why an individual
does not become a fraternity member on this campus our independents do not even have this bolster to their self-esteem. The
first blow against the separate but
equal doctrine was struck In this
country by the Supreme Court In
1954. In 1965 at Trinity College,
in the area of social activities
we do not even provide independents with separate let alone equal
opportunities and facilities.
This brings me to Part II of
the Higgins' Plan. On the three
weekends on -which I have suggested that all fraternities offer
parties simultaneously I suggest that these parties be open
to the entire community Includr
ing independents and freshmen.
I suggest that the IFC sell passes
for attendance to these parties
and reimburse houses from these
funds, again on a pro rata basis.
It would seem to me that community social effort on three weekends out of approximately 30 Is
the very least the fraternities
could do in an attempt to equalize
a glaringly unfair situation.
MY SECOND PROPOSAL in the
area of intracommunlty relationships as they relate to social
activities Is really more in the
form of a dare. I feel that Independent upperclassmen deserve
more dignified eating facilities
than they have now, or at least
eating facilities which are equal
to the fraternities, I feel that
the houses could pick up some of
this responsibility and I feel that
many houses could operate much
more effectively financially if for
example they fed independents on
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Fridays. Most fraternity members bristle at this thought. I am
told that it would ruin fraternity
spirit, that it would overtax the
kitchens, and that it would destroy a sense of brotherhood. As
I said this is not really a proposal it is a dare. I dare you to
try it even on a small basis.
What do I expect that you will
face?

A good example of what I expect that you would face came
about when I was doing a little
clandestine research on this idea.
I would now like to turn to the I approached an independent upperlntracommunity relations aspect classman who, and you -will have to
of social activities. More than In take my word here, I think would
any other area I believe a tre- be an Invaluable member of any
mendous evil exists here at Trin- house. I asked him if he didn't
ity College. A segregation between think he deserved a more digIndependents and fraternity mem- nified place to eat than he had
bers exists on this campus, which now, and he responded with a
in many ways seems to me to resounding "yes". In my very
be more devastating than racial or subtle way, I then suggested to
religious segregation. At least in him that perhaps he would like
racial and religious segregation to eat at a fraternity house. Witha man may point to the obvious out so much as a moment's hes-

itation or even a bat of an eyelash, he said to me, *I thought
you said some place dignified?*
I suggest that if you try this proposal In some organized way that
your eyes might be opened to the
fact that not everyone is clambering at your doors. It might be
healthy for you to put the shoe
of rejection on your own foot for
a while and see how it feels.
Is AN operation which
may be described as unattractive
at very best. As it Is now conducted at Trinity I feel that it
comes very close to being evil.
It is a terrible spectacle. From
my vantage ;olnt I see eleven
self-serving organizations bent on
self-gratification and self-aggrandizement
with negligible realization of, let alone assumption
of responsibility for, the awesome
power they have over - the selfesteem and lives of the rushees.
It seems often that it is only
simple carelessness that leaves
a man an Independent on this
campus and leaves him feeling
terribly rejected and wondering
why. Again, if it were his color
or his religion which caused the
rejection he could get angry. However at Trinity, it Is almost impossible for him to get any answers to the question why he was
not selected. This simply sows
the
seeds of gnawing internal
self-doubt. The best answer he
is likely to get is to have one
immature adolescent who is In a
house tell him that when he gets
older and wiser he will understand. No reasons are usually
given, however, and I am not
sure whether this Is because house
members are ashamed of their
reasons or whether they also have
no idea.
The fraternities at Trinity must
guard desperately against taking .
too few people. With fraternities
having such total control over
upperclass social life they must
feel a responsibility for attempting to help all who want to be
members to at least have an opportunity to try i t I feel In a
school of Trinity's size any house
that takes less than 15 pledges
tends to show a wanton disregard
for their responsibility to the community, and I think any house
taking less than 10 pledges borders on committing civil contempt...
I suggest first that rushing be
held during the freshman year at
a time when there are no classes in session. The obvious times
would be spring vacation or the
mid-term break. I favor the midterm break so that the other activities which I have described
previously in my comments to
you can be attended by freshmen
without the undercurrents and ov(Continued on Page 12)
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Williams
by Emil Angelica

Before a festive parents' weekend crowd, Trinity's soccer team
extended its undefeated string by
outlasting the Ephmen of.WIlllams,
1-0, In a battle of defenses last
Saturday.
Williams, who ruined Trin's bid
for an undefeated season last year,
became the fifth team to fall to
the Bantams. Trinity, outshot for
the first time in '65 (23-14), made
the most of the breaks and came
up^'with the big plays all afternoon.
It was a day for the goalies as
Trinity's Bill Schweitzer and William's Ted Noll were hard pressed
throughout the match. "Schweitz"
played his best game thus far and
sparked the defense of Al Grieslnger, Ted Bartlett, Ted Hutton,
Ben Tribken, and Sandy Evarts.
During the first period, Williams
controlled the ball in the Trinity
end. At one point, the visitors
fired four shots at the mouth
of the goal until Schweitz made
a diving save to stop the assault.
• Trinity's offense during the first
period consisted of single shots
by Bob Ochs and Craig Doerge.
The situation changed as the second quarter started. Bill Franklin
and Tom Seddon sparked the attack In the opponents' area.
Finally, with 7:57 gone in the
period, Dave Cantrell capitalized
on a two-on-one break. He carried the ball by one defender and
then passed off to "Sedds" on the
left of the goal. As the lone deFANCY FOOTWORK -- Spiros Polemis (34) and two Williams defensemen appear to have all
fender
moved to cover Tom, the
kicked the ball simultaneously in last Saturday's soccer gone with Williams. The Bantams won
Trin left wing returned the ball
the game 1-0 as Dave Cantrell scored in the second period. The win, which pushed the Banto Cantrell at the center of the
tams' record to 5-0, was the first over Williams in three seasons. (Photos by Sample)

goal. From here Dave booted home
the game's only score into the
right side of the net just by the
diving Noll.
Before the end of the half, the
Ephmen sent three open shots
at the goal wide to the right,
After the break both sides had
numerous opportunities to score.
Bill made several amazing saves,
at one point leaping high in the
penalty box to grab a loose ball
with no less than four white shirts
around him.
Noll also came up with a great
save on. a kick by Doerge. The
William's goalie charged out of
the net and leaped straight at
Craig, deflecting the ball off his
chest.
In the fourth period a goal by
Cantrell was nullified by an off
sides call, and Spiros Polemis
and Seddon both sent shots high,
Williams, meanwhile, sent eight
unsuccessful shots at "Schweitz"
before the game ended.
The next game on the schedule
is Union at home this Friday
afternoon.

Life SSciences
Tickets to the
Life Sciences Convocation
are still available from
Leonard R. Totnat, director
cf Mather Hall.
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BEFORE - T r i n i t y ' s Dove Cantrell (18) dribbles through the Wiliams defense on his way to what appeared to be his second goal,
of the afternoon. Earlier he had scored the game's deciding tally.

A F T E R - The results of Cantrell's fancy dribbling are shown here. Unfortunately, the
score was discounted because the referee claimed Cantrell was off-sides when he kicked
the ball.
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Trin Beats SLU, 2813;
Miles' 100-Yard Gallop
Spurs 3rd Straight Win
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As if inspired by the large Parents' Day crowd and determined
to crack the .500 barrier, the
Bantams of Trinity whipped St.
Lawrence University, 28-13, last
Saturday, and brought their season's record to 3-2,
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Not only did the Bantams unleash
a rather potent offense but also
continued their strong defensive
play. After grabbing a 20-0 halftime lead, Trinity used six in-
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FOUR FEET? --Douq Morrill (above) jumps with Larry defender
for Rissel pass which was incomplete.
TOUCHDOWN -- Bob Heimgartner plunges to pay dirt from one
yard line for Trinity's second T.D. Howie Wrzosek (65)gives the
helpful push. (Hatch photo)

Corinthian Club
Ties for Ninth
In Cup Sailing
In an attempt to capture the
coveted McMillan Trophy last
weekend at Annapolis, Trinity's
Corinthian Yacht Club finished in
a tie for ninth place.
Princeton University was the winner of the two day event, with
the United States Naval Academy
finishing- second.
This was the first time in the
history of Trinity College that
a crew had been sent to the McMillan Cup event. Competition to
enter the race is keen, and the
local crew was one of only five
from New England to be selected.
The crew of the 44 foot yawl
consisted of Thomas Goodyear,
skipper-Helmsman; Elton Hall,
first mate; Frank Deland, chief
foredeckmanj Michael McCrudden,
relief helmsman; William Dupee,
navigator; Michael Fitzsimons,
foredeck crew; James Gardner,
winchman, and Thomas Beers,
foredeck crew.
The crew left for Annapolis on
Thursday and spent Friday practicing for the series of three races
that were held on Saturday and
Sunday.
Included in the races along with
the Corinthian Yacht Club and
the winners were Yale, Harvard,
Dartmouth, Rhode Island, University of Pennsylvania, Columbia,
and Lehigh.

terceptions and two recovered
fumbles to thwart Larry drives.
No more than 12 seconds had
elapsed before the Bantams broke
into the scoring column. Kim Miles
took the opening kick off in the
end zone and dashed 100 yards
before anyone realized what had
happened. The extra point was
blocked, but Trinity led 6-0.
Right before the end of the first
quarter, the local scoring machine
went into action again. Dave Ward,
who had a field day at the expense of the Larries, picked up
a fumble on the 24 yard line.
Two plays later Rich Rissel
flipped a 20 yard pass to Doug
Morrill on the one, and then Bob
Heimgartner plunged the final yard
for the score. Again the PAT
failed, leaving the score 12-0.
On the ensuing kickoff, St. Lawrence moved the ball to the 34
before Ward intercepted on the
46 for Trinity. A 15-yard penalty put the ball on the Bantam's
39, but then Rissel began to move
the club. Two fine catches by
Bill Gish and several sweeps by
Morrill put the ball on the six,
and from there Morrill took a
pitch-out and found pay-dirt. The
two point conversion was successful on a pass to Rod Middleton,
and the Bantams led 20-0.

the ball on the Bantam 44, and
then St. Lawrence began to move.
With quarterback Gerry Metcalf
taking to the air, the Larries
moved to the one. Metcalf scored
on a keeper, and John Michaelson added the extra point, makingthe score 20-7. Trinity took the
kickoff and marched to the 16
before John O'Connor intercepted
for the visitors.
Another interception by MeKeigue
gave the Bantams possession on
the 10, but immediately thereafter
Homer re- intercepted on the three.
St. Lawrence then proceeded to
travel 97 yards for their second
touchdown. The big play was a
53-yard
pass from Metcalf
to Chuck McFeely that brought
the ball to the one. The conversion attempt was wide, and the
Bantam's lead had been narrowed
to seven points.
Tension began to mount as both
teams traded punts, interceptions
and fumbles. Mike Dawes ended
the suspense permanently by returning an interception to the St.
Lawrence 15-yard line.

St. Lawrence threatened late in
the half, but Joe McKelgue intercepted on the eight and brought
the ball out to the Trinity 47.

Eluding several would-be tacklers, Bruce Greene scampered
the remaining distance on the next
play, and the Bantams had a comfortable 26-13 lead. Rissel added
the two-point conversion on apass
to Gish, and the Bantams walked
off with their third straight gridiron victory.

Early in the third period Ward
recovered another Larry fumble,
but Trinity failed to capitalize on
the break, as Bob Homer intercepted a Rissel pass in the endzone. An exchange of punts put

Rissel completed 12 of 28 passes
for 184 yards. Trinity ground out
296 yards for the afternoon, while
St. Lawrence completed 10 of 32
passes for 231 yards, but could
manage only 46 yards rushina-.

Frosh Switch to Ground;
Coast Over Guard. 29-9
Dan Battles, freshman quarterback, abandoned his familiar passing technique at half-time In the
Trinity-Coast Guard freshman
game last Friday and led a ground
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attack which resulted in a 29-3
Bantam victory.
Hugh Kenworthy, Brian Titus,
and Bob Starck put together a surprising rushing machine and together complied 186 yards. Kenworthy, highlighted the rainy afternoon with 96 yards In 24 carries, including an 18-yard touchdown run.
Nine minutes Into the game, Dan
Wrobleski snatched a five-yard
pass from Battles to put Trinity
on the Scoreboard. Tan Platt raised
it to 8-0 on the extra point play,
receiving another Battles throw.
With two minutes remaining In
the first half, Bob Starck climbed
across from three yards out, and,
with Kenworthy's two point lunge,.
the Bantams held a 16-0 lead.
Almost before the Scoreboard
had tabulated the new points, a
Cadet waded 40 yards across the
rain-soaked field on a short pass,
and the score was 18-6 at the
half.
The third quarter brought more
rain, a Coast Guard field goal
and another Trinity touchdown.
Battles, throwing his only complete pass of the second half,
connected with Platt from the tenyard line. Joe Pruden's kick was
good, and the Trinity lead increased, 23-9.
Kenworthy, topped off his afternoon of brilliant rushing with a
last minute 18-yard scoring slide.
The kick was blocked, the game
completed, and everyone ran to
higher land.
The Bantams will battle at Wesleyan this Friday, looking for their
third victory. They have lost once.
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Higgins Ponders Fraternities
(Continued from Page 9)
ertones of dirty rushing. I also
strongly favor rushing in the freshman year because of the availability of the junior advisers to their
freshmen
during the freshman
year. I will have more to say
about the use of junior advisers later.
I suggest that all rushing activities be coordinated by a central
body which would consist probably
of the executive officers ofthelFC
and the Medusa, all of whom,
for the period of rushing, would
become neutral figures regarding
their own rushing activities. I further suggest that this group include the Dean of Students and/
or the IFC's faculty adviser.
I suggest that after a short warmup period, during which time perhaps all freshmen would systematically visit all houses, that the
rushing process be changed so
that temporary pledge commitments could be made both by
houses and by freshmen throughout the period of rushing. Houses
would then be required at regular
intervals to report their mutual
commitments to the central control body so that at any point
In time this central body would
have a running picture of who
had pledged what houses.
I SUGGEST FURTHER that there
be neutral periods two or three
times a day when rushing activities would cease and when freshmen would be required to return
to their own rooms with their
JAs, who during this time would
also become neutral, when the
central committee and the rest of
the IFC or at least one representative from each house would
be located in a central office,
and, finally, when house officers
and their brotherhood would be r e quired to be available in their
houses. I suggest this to accomplish the following purposes. First,
at these times the houses among'
themselves could take stock and
meet oh other prospective pledges.
Secondly, the JAs could get r e ports from their men concerningtheir own state of mind and their
own aspirations. Finally I think
that specific problems could be
felicitously solved by the JA Initiating contact with the central
committee and the central committee then being able to mediate
among the houses using their own
executive staff and the members
of the Medusa, and if necessary,
these individuals could also help
some of the freshmen through
the rough emotional times that
they inight be having...
I FIRMLY BELIEVE that if the
students just once really had to
cope with the profound personal
upheavals which rushing, carried
out in an Impersonal fraternityoriented way causes, that you would
never let it be this way again
and that you would never let it
be this way again because you
wouldn't want it this way.
This kind of thing is being done
Informally now. I know of at least
two instances this year where an
officer of a house helped an individual which his own house wanted to be accepted somewhere else
because he respected this individual's own preferences. This
kind of a spirit, if you would
let yourselves do it on a broader basis, would take away a t r e mendous amount of the bitter taste
in so many people's mouths concerning fraternities.
I have one final proposal concerning rushing and this has to do
With internal house policies. I
cannot too adamantly suggest to you
that you rid yourselves of the one
man blackball system to which I
have earlier referred wherever
it exists. Nothing testifies more
strongly to the weaknesses of fraternities than this practice. As I
have mentioned, it is the Instiiutionalization of a negative-excluding process over an including
process and it is justified under

the weak masquerade of preserving "brotherhood." I ask you, why
do you not have a one man WHITEball - a situation where you do
ail you can positively to please
a single brother who wants a person IN the house? I suggest to
you, concerning the one man blackball, that if a house is unable
to assimilate any single individual
it is too weak io deserve existence. I further suggest to you
that a man who refuses to go
along with the rest of his brothers could hardly be described as
meeting HIS responsibility of bro-

therhood, and in my experience
men who exercise this prerogative continually are usually the
least qualified to be passing such
judgments anyway.
I WANT TO ASSURE you that I
am not suggesting open houses
nor 100% pledging. I feel that we
as a community must preserve the
opportunity for any individual to
be an Independent with dignity.
Some people are more able to
realize their talents as independents rather than as members of

a group which tends to divide
their attention, loyalties, energies,
and time, I am simply saying that
we must do a better job of investigating the freshman class with
respect to their desires concerning fraternity membership Hian
the haphazard way we do It now.
I want to make explicit now a
final proposal which has been implied throughout much of what I
have said. I feel that we need at
Trinity a very strong and active
Interfraternity Council, and I propose that fraternities do every-

thing they can to see that this
comes about.
Part of what I mean by "strong"
is that the IFC be made up of
our most capable people; people
who would qualify as presidents
of
their various houses. This
year's IFC seems to have happened that way without any external prompting. I feel that the
IFC membership list this year
Is uniformly impressive. If the
IFC becomes more central and
active, I feel that membership on
it will be actively sought by our
most capable individuals...

The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took
to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying ajrframes and pilots higher,
farther, and faster than they had ever gone
before.

In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance in much the
same way as the Wasp had done in the
19Z0's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of
the new family of short-to-medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30-powered F-lll variablegeometry fighter aircraft.
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Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and scientists are recognized as the major reason for the Company's continued success..
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment... all opening
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The '
technical staff working on these programs', backed by
Management's determination to provide the best and
most advanced facilities and. scientific apparatus, has
already given the Company a firm foothold in the current land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list.of achievements amassed
by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader-
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ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsibility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further enhanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in:
MECHANICAL .AERONAUTICAL . ELECTRICAL « CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING . PHYSICS . CHEMISTRY . METALLURGY
. CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS . ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.

For further information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt &Whitney fiircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
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